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e understand a very small portion of the
Strategically sensitive locations saw repeated
ways in which the great land empires of
conflict. Cossacks exploring, warring, and negotithe early modern world shaped the
ating for Russia established forts, or ostrog, at critpresent. As of, say, 1800, the Romanov, Qing,
ical points. Qing imperial troops, the Bannermen,
Mughal, and Ottoman conquest empires still conset up their own establishments facing them (usutrolled virtually all of Eurasia
ally across the Argun or Amur
(where the world’s wealth and
rivers), in order to protect not
Beyond the Steppe Frontier
population were concentrated)
only Mongolia but the Qing
by Sören Urbansky
and nearly 70 percent of global
homeland in Manchuria. Over
Princeton University Press, 2020
wealth. By far the largest of
time, fortification and counterthese empires in space was
fortification defined a porous
Romanov Russia (1613–1917), which claimed over
but discernible boundary. The treaties of Nerchhalf of all Eurasian surface area. The second-largest
insk (1689) and Kyakhta (1727) were footings for
empire, Qing China (1636–1912), covered slightly
a remarkable diplomatic relationship on equal
more than a third of the Russian area. But it encomterms between the two empires. The Qing’s greater
passed the world’s most populous society and its
relative military and economic strength drew
largest and most influential economy—larger, in
Mongolia, the eastern Argun and Amur river sysrelation to global gross domestic product at the
tem, and the Pacific coast north of Korea inside its
time, than China’s share today.
borders.
Both empires were, during the seventeenth and
This coexistence was rewritten rather abruptly
eighteenth centuries, in the process of rapid expanin the mid-nineteenth century, as Russia abansion—the Romanov primarily eastward toward the
doned its relationship with China and joined forces
Pacific, the Qing primarily westward toward Cenwith the Europeans and America in the “unequal”
tral Asia. The border between them ran for approxtreaties that were initiated after Britain’s Opium
imately 7,500 miles, the longest border between
War with the Qing (1839–41). By shrewd maneuland empires in history. For most of its length, it
vering in two separate treaties following the British
was sparsely populated and poorly fortified. This
defeat of the Qing in the “Second” Opium War of
was an example of the striking differences between
1856–58, Russia finally took the Pacific coast, leadthe strategic and economic structures of the great
ing to the creation of the Primorskii Krai—the Marland empires and the rising sea empires: While the
itime Province—and the founding of a new port,
latter selected fairly contained targets of resource
Vladivostok, which despite its connections to Siberacquisition or commercial profit, on virtually any
ia remains the most southerly of Russia’s large citcontinent, the former were obliged to occupy and
ies. Southern Siberia and the Pacific coast became
periodically defend continuous expanses that were
an international magnet for land developers and
often unprofitable. In this case, the tea and wool
brokers drawn by its natural bounty of timber and
routes of Mongolia, the mineral and timber reprecious metals. American engineers and entrepresources of Siberia, and access to Asia’s northern
neurs moved from Russia’s new Pacific coast inland,
Pacific coast were the targets, with long reaches of
laying telegraph cables and prospecting for gold, as
mountains, steppe, and tundra in between.
George Kennan the elder related in his best seller of
1876, Tent Life in Siberia.
Sören Urbansky, a research fellow at the GerPAMELA KYLE CROSSLEY is a professor of history at Dartmouth
man Historical Institute in Washington, in previCollege. Her latest book is Hammer and Anvil: Nomad
ous publications has established himself as an
Rulers at the Forge of the Modern World (Rowman &
expert on the history of the Argun region and
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railway development in Northeast Asia. In Beyond
But Manzhouli, as it transformed into a place
the Steppe Frontier, he uses the story of the develdistinct from the railroad itself, came ostensibly
opment of this region under the Romanov empire
under the governance of Qing China, while the
TSR sidings and warehouses to the north became
and the Soviet Union to demonstrate the impact
the Russian village of Otpor, modern Zabaikalsk.
that the world’s longest border had on Eurasia.
This tiny area served as a laboratory in borderThe strands of the story are complex. They lay
building as the Romanov and Qing empires came
partly in the drift of Mongolia from a Qing territo an end and tentative republics took their place.
tory into Russian dominance after 1917, and
In the earliest years of Manzhouli and Otpor, the
finally to the establishment of its own independent
only authority on the ground was the TSR (which
state in 1989; partly in the history of Russia’s
had one of its usual palatial stations at Manzhouli),
administration of the traditional populations of
with its administrators and security forces. This
Argun after its acquisition of these territories
reflected the ambiguous and largely unanswered
in the late nineteenth century; partly in the
questions of border administration in the larger
development of railroads, anchored by the great
region of Hulunbeir (Hulunbuir), the northeastTrans-Siberian, and related industries of mining,
most extension of Inner Mongolia. Both were
financing, building, and travel; and partly in the
claimed by Qing China and subsequently by the
fraught relationships between the People’s RepubRepublic of China, but in practice were left to
lic of China (PRC) and the Soviet Union, which
impeded the advancement of industry and sporadRussian administration.
ically raised the threat of prolonged military conIn its first decade, Manzhouli was buffeted by
flict. Russian fears, dating back to Romanov times,
waves of Mongolian and Buryat nationalism, as
dwelled on the possibility that China’s huge popuMongolia moved toward formal independence. In
lation would inevitably lead to some undermining
1910–11, as revolution broke out in central China
of Russian control through
and Mongolia declared indemigration, economic infiltrapendence, a plague was left
tion, or even outright military
Even now, the area remains under completely unmanaged by the
assault.
Qing government, and Ruscareful surveillance by both
sian transport officials
Russia and China.
LOCAL PERSPECTIVE
imposed a quarantine on ChiInstead of stopping with an
nese residents and travelers.
examination of the large-scale
As the Nationalist Republic
strategic, economic, or environmental dynamics,
of China (ROC) began to take shape in the north,
it established some epidemic monitoring, strengthUrbansky looks at the region’s history from the
ening the previously weak Chinese administration
vantage point of the border communities themof the Manzhouli environs.
selves, particularly those in the inland region
A brief incursion by Mongol nationalists in 1914
where railroads, mining, timber, and local trade
led the ROC to clarify and to some extent fortify its
shaped life under the constraints of imperial occuposition in Manzhouli and Hulunbeir generally.
pation and governance. Many of them were linked
The Chinese military and administrative presence
by the Trans-Siberian Railroad (TSR) and its eastward extension, the Chinese Eastern Railway.
in the region was slightly augmented in response to
Manzhouli, the town that dominates the narraa resumption of the conflict in 1920. The ROC, with
increasing firmness, demanded that its jurisdiction
tive, started out at the turn of the twentieth cenover Manzhouli be acknowledged and that the Rustury as a railway stop at the border of Russia and
sian railway services move north to what was more
China. Its name came from a Russian reference to
clearly Russian territory at Zabaikalsk.
its being the first eastward TSR stop in Manchuria,
and the Russians had authority over its adminisOn the Russian side, after the revolutions of
tration under the terms of an 1896 treaty. Siberian
1917 (and the creation in 1921 of the Mongolian
natives frequented the stop, bringing lead, furs,
People’s Republic), struggles between Bolsheviks
and other goods; Mongols brought their herds and
and those resisting the revolution pervaded Moncamped outside the station in their yurts; Chinese
golia and Siberia—and drove Russian resisters into
merchants bought and sold in the open-air marManchuria. Manzhouli was stuck in the middle,
kets; and Russians ran the trains, the station, and
newly fortified and monitored, as were Chita,
customs inspections.
Vladivostok, and other towns of the east.
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LOCKING

UP THE FRONTIER
Chinese and Russian border building and
mutual suspicion left Manzhouli isolated from
the main roads of urban development, as Urbansky narrates in vivid detail. He shows how the
placement of traditional market kiosks by Chinese and Russian merchants kept them all active

together but still separate. Smuggling (primarily
opium, gold, pearls, and tobacco) and its sibling
industry of intelligence were also parts of a richly
diverse cross-border world. That world thrived
in profitable Russian–Chinese–Buryat partnership from the 1880s to the 1930s, but was sharply
constrained from the 1930s on, as first Japanese
and then Russian and Chinese border authorities tightened their grip on both contraband
and spies.
Manzhouli’s location made it a sort of capital
city for refugees. This was representative of the
Argun border generally. Urbansky provides
accounts of prominent Mongol political refugees,
led by Tokhtogo, attempting to enter Russia in
1908; waves of Russian, Cossack, and Buryat refugees trying to enter China or Japanese-occupied
Manchuria to escape Soviet collectivization or
persecution in the 1930s; and refugees from famine occasionally arriving from both north and
south. Adventurers also were not in short supply.
When Manzhouli’s first representative council
was formed in 1908, it included “one hundred
seventy-five Russians, thirty-six Chinese, eight
Turks, and one German, Greek, Italian, Japanese,
and American each.”
Urbansky warns the reader that Russian materials are more accessible than Chinese sources
because the PRC regards borders and cultural
minorities as sensitive and often classified subjects.
His use of Chinese archives is nevertheless good,
and his use of Chinese secondary scholarship very
good, which is a boon to the reader. Russian scholarship on Siberia and Manchuria was rich throughout the twentieth century, whereas Englishlanguage scholarship on Northeast Asia withered
in the later part of the century. Soviet historians
working under G.V. Melikhov (who for some reason is omitted from this volume) led the historiographical war over Russian and Chinese claims to
Northeast Asia that followed the border skirmishes
between the USSR and the PRC in 1969.
The slight imbalance in perspective is most
striking in the brevity of Urbansky’s treatment of
the Japanese occupation of Manchuria and the
struggle for Mongolia, and total lack of interest
in the SMR as a comparison for the competing Russian and Chinese railways. Urbansky somewhat
slights Chinese and English scholarship that has
intensively traced Japanese progress in the 1930s
through Manchuria, eastern Mongolia, and northern China. Instead he focuses on Manzhouli and
its less traumatic experience of Japanese
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The Chinese military governors of Manchuria—
Zhang Zuolin until his assassination in 1928, then
his son Zhang Xueliang—attempted to gain control of the Chinese Eastern Railway. In 1929, the
younger Zhang went to war against the Russians.
The Soviet Union, mounting its first large military
engagement, forced Zhang to sign a protocol
affirming its control of the railway. The critical
function of railway infrastructure in the maintenance or disintegration of national border integrity
was further demonstrated by the encroachment
from the south of Japan’s Southern Manchuria Railway (SMR).
Rapidly industrializing Japan had its own ambitions in Northeast Asia, and in the early decades of
the twentieth century it laid its imperial foundations through the SMR. In 1931, Japanese military
and industrial activists effected a coup against
Zhang Xueliang, and Manchuria soon came under
their control with the creation of the Manchukuo
puppet state in 1932. During Japanese occupation,
the importance of Hulunbeir, and Manzhouli in
particular, to the management of communications,
industrial resources, and defenses against Russian
incursion led to some development of the town’s
mining and transport facilities, and its emergence
as a security outpost intended to curtail smuggling
and spying.
Following the defeat of Japan in 1945, the civil
war in China left Manzhouli neglected for a few
years. But with consolidation of PRC control over
Inner Mongolia and Manchuria, the new Chinese
state quickly built on the incipient Japanese industrialization of Manzhouli, making it central to
regional coal exploitation.
Since World War II, recurrent tensions
between Moscow and Beijing over Mongolia and
border security have increased the relative military and surveillance burdens of the Hulunbeir
region. Yet local life goes on, and Manzhouli continues in its traditional role as a market node for
wool, dairy, felt, and other steppe products. The
town hosts the Mongol annual spring festival
(nadam) as if the past century and a half had not
quite occurred.
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careful surveillance by both countries, each of
which is also wary of American interference.
Despite its location at the nexus of Russia and
China, of Mongolia and Manchuria, and of the
Trans-Siberian and Chinese Eastern railways, the
prevailing historical forces have made Manzhouli’s
story one of alienation, isolation, and limitation.
Today it is a small city of 150,000 people, and Zabaikalsk has 11,000 at most. As Urbansky says in
a chapter title, this is “an open steppe under lock
and key.” In the long run, the magnificent border
between two unsettled empires produced a history
of wariness and diminution.
&
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occupation. Overall, the book is a wonderful study
of border development around Manzhouli in the
twentieth century, and less of a comprehensive
history of the border, either by period or by theme.
In contemporary historiography, “frontiers”
have become a preoccupation, with a sense that
they were not merely the peripheries of some central economic and cultural wellspring but were
actually in a mutually transformative interaction
with the center. Beyond the Steppe Frontier shows
something else. The dispute between China and
Russia over the Argun border was not resolved
until 1995; even now, the area remains under

